Here you will find sustainable practices to incorporate on your soundstage or facility. Visit GreenProductionGuide.com for more information and vendor recommendations.

- Provide a renewable diesel fuel tank on the lot
- Provide battery energy storage
- Ensure all office and house lighting is led
- Eliminate the need for supplementary heating & cooling by providing central hvac
- Install electrical submetering to track electricity consumption
- Heat spaces with electric heat pumps, not natural gas
- Install smart sensors to control hvac (temperature) and lighting
- Provide storage space for set materials to enable reuse
- Provide a sustainable practices memo to productions and include in the lease as well
- Provide plumbed water lines and water dispensers in all workspaces
- Provide refrigerators dedicated to food donations
- Provide reusable food services ware in commissaries
- Offer sustainable options through your rental department: ev/hybrid vehicles, led lighting, electric generators, recycling bins, rechargeable batteries, etc.
- Provide separate bins and designated waste areas for compost, recycling, trash, and hazardous materials
- Source renewable electricity from the grid/utility
- Provide adequate house power, grid ties, or power drops at different parts of the studio lot
- Capture and use gray water in landscaping
- Add communal green space where possible (provide shade or warm seating area for drivers so vehicles do not idle)
- Install sensors that shutoff hvac when opening your elephant doors (large sliding)
- Install solar panels or other renewables on site
- Provide electric vehicle charging stations (including level 3, or fast charging)
- Provide golf carts powered by solar/electricity
- Provide bike racks and shuttles to public transit